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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN 
 
Several months ago I found myself relaxing over a cup of coffee, perusing a well-
known woman’s magazine. Though not my usual reading material, I was riveted 
by an article written by Caroline Redfern. She had walked alongside pregnant 
Aysha Mierri, a civil engineer, as well as her two young children, as they  
journeyed from Greece to Germany.  

 

Aysha didn’t think of herself as a refugee but she had fled, leaving behind her 
doctor husband, from Aleppo in Syria because she feared for the safety of her 
young children. The refugee tide continues to flow as they make this journey or 
similar ones, fleeing to safety. I was struck by something that Aysha said in the 
article – “One foot in front of the other, one step at a time”. 

 

How often have we pilgrims uttered, or heard, similar words? We trudge along 
making our journey from wherever we choose to make our starting point.  
We generally have food, a hot shower, and a bed at the end of the day. We carry 
with us all we require for the journey ahead, safe in the knowledge that  
in weeks, or months, we will return safely to our homes and all that we left 
behind. The key word is choose—we choose to do this. Aysha, and so many more 
just like her, really have no choice. The choice for them is danger and insecu-
rity, or safety and uncertainty, and they go not knowing if they will ever be able 
to return to their homes. What a choice! 

 

As pilgrims, many of us say that we have no choice when it comes to walking the 
Camino, that it calls to us and we have to go. Yet, compared to these folk, we 
are so very fortunate. We are not leaving our homes forever. We are not leaving 
our homes to live in a few square metres of overcrowded space – hot in summer, 
snow covered and muddy in winter. We don’t have to worry about getting one 
meal a day, queuing for a few cups of rice. By comparison doesn’t the Camino 
seem luxurious? 

 

The Camino teaches us many lessons. Some are tough – noone ever said it was 
easy to walk the Way, but when one considers the heartbreak some of these 
people are dealing with it is a walk in the park.  

 

Next time you hear, or speak, those words – “One foot in front of the other, one 
step at a time” – spare a thought for those who have such poor choices and have 
to make a journey, often longer than ours on the Camino. Spare a thought for 
pregnant Aysha and her two young children. Count your blessings that we have 
health, wealth and safety to walk the Camino when, and however, we want.  

 

Buen Camino. 

 

Janet Leitch OAM (SA)  

Cover photo: Taken at Burgos 
cathedral by Sam Pinkerton 

(Qld), article pp10-12. 

STOP PRESS! Exciting newsSTOP PRESS! Exciting newsSTOP PRESS! Exciting newsSTOP PRESS! Exciting news————our new website will be released very soonour new website will be released very soonour new website will be released very soonour new website will be released very soon. . . .     
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HOSPITALERO TRAINING HOSPITALERO TRAINING HOSPITALERO TRAINING HOSPITALERO TRAINING     

IN ADELAIDE  IN ADELAIDE  IN ADELAIDE  IN ADELAIDE  ----    

NOVEMBER 2016NOVEMBER 2016NOVEMBER 2016NOVEMBER 2016    

    
 
 

Adelaide is fortunate to be able to host a hospitalero training course on the 

weekend of 19-20 November.  This is subject to having enough attendees, and 

will be held at our Chairman’s home in Stirling (in the Adelaide Hills).  Details 

will be notified after expressions of interest to Julie-Ann Milne –

  hospitalero@outlook.com    

 

The course will start early on both days, but will finish at lunch time on the 

Sunday so that pilgrims are free to attend the last Pilgrim Gathering scheduled 

for the year. If you are looking to give something back to the pilgrim  

community in Spain this is a wonderful opportunity.   

 

Julie has provided hospitalero training this year for pilgrims in several states, 

and has recently returned from Spain having served there as a hospitalero.   

GROUPSGROUPSGROUPSGROUPS    
 
Camino Community in Melbourne 
 
Camino Community in Melbourne offers a monthly social gathering on the last 

Friday of each month to fellow pilgrims who have walked the Camino or for 

others who wish to walk the Camino in the near future. 

  

We have dinner at a local Spanish restaurant and throughout the night, one of 

our guests shares their personal Camino experience with us all.  

  

So come along and connect with others who know how you feel and understand 

how the Camino touches something deep within your soul and changes you.  

  

If you would like further information you may contact Joanne Cashman on  

0417 137 369, or see website www.caminocommunityinmelbourne.com.au 

Contributions to the Camino Chronicle always welcome! Tell us about your St James Day 
celebrations! Send to the Editor at bell.alison*optusnet.com.au (replace * with @ to 

avoid spam). Sept issue: deadline Aug 1.  
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BIKES, BLISTERS AND BLOOD POISONING:   
MY FIRST AID JOURNEY ON THE CAMINO DE SANTIAGO 
 
BIKES 
Ironically, my first aid journey on the Camino in Sep-
tember last year began with an accident.  
 
For well over a year I had planned to cycle with my 
friend Mike from ‘Pilgrims in Sydney’ on the Camino, 
from Pamplona to Finisterre. Mike and I had both in-
vested in new mountain bikes which we planned to 
bring with us from Australia. I loved my new bike, chris-
tening it the ‘Camino Dreambike’. It had more gear 
combinations than I would ever use on a dozen Cami-

nos, let alone ONE, plus hydraulic disk brakes and a bell that would have been 
music to the ears of any walking pilgrim!  
 
However, in April last year, several months into training, a cycling accident  
ended my Camino plans as I broke my scapula and collarbone. Surgery was need-
ed to pin and plate the collarbone. The injury, though not major, was nonethe-
less painful, both physically and emotionally. 
 
An unexpected offer in June turned the way I was dealing with the injury around 
completely. My friend David from the UK, knowing that the bike Camino could 
not happen, offered me the opportunity to help him carry out first aid on the 
Camino. I accepted his kind and generous offer straight away and quickly 
whipped into planning mode for the new and very different Camino . 
 
David is a veteran first-aider who has provided first aid, pastoral care and sup-
port to pilgrims on the Camino, generally twice a year since 2006 – all on a vol-
untary basis. His first aid Caminos are funded partly through the profits from his 
online Camino shop – http://stores.ebay.com.au/pilgrimsupplies. He uses his 
own savings to fund the balance of the cost. 
 
I flew to Spain on 1 September, joining up with Mike in Madrid before we both 
travelled by train to Pamplona where David was waiting for us. On the train we 
had befriended an American pilgrim, Roni, a PhD student who was starting her 
Camino in Roncesvalles. On meeting Roni in Pamplona, David offered to give 
Roni a lift to Roncesvalles so, after dropping Mike’s bike and our gear at our 
hotel, David drove us all to Roncesvalles. It was at Roncesvalles that David and I 
began work as a first aid team and where I had a glimpse of the work which 
would be our focus in the coming weeks.  
 
Two days later we waved goodbye to Mike. I had mixed emotions seeing him 
cycle away – sadness at the thought that I was unable to join him on our planned 
bike Camino – but at the same time I was very excited and happy to be under-
taking a completely different Camino – a first aid Camino. 

David's First Aid sign in 13 languages 
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BLISTERS 
 
The day after Mike’s departure David and I began the first aid work in earnest.  
 
Our first stop was at Puente la Reina at Albergue Santiago Apostol. It is a large 
albergue – with dormitory accommodation, smaller rooms for those wishing to 
minimise the sounds of the snorechestra, a restaurant, bar, laundry and a pool. 
It also has a powered campsite for caravans and motor homes, plus an area for 
tents. 
 
We had our own albergue on wheels – a two-berth caravan with kitchen and 
bathroom facilities – which meant we could be self-sufficient wherever we were.  
 
We stayed at Puente la Reina for several days and gradually got into a routine of 
providing first aid at the albergue from late afternoon and into the evening. We 
met many injured pilgrims there – it was a great stop for first aid, being around 
four days’ walk from St Jean Pied-de-Port, the starting point of the Camino for 
many pilgrims, and people were beginning to experience problems. 
 
The first night at the albergue we worked for over four hours straight, treating 
blisters and handing out first aid supplies. 
 
During the evening we treated an Australian pilgrim who had a ‘trifecta’ of first 
aid problems. She had blistered feet, sore knees and a bad cold. David treated 
the blisters, gave her anti-inflammatory gel for the knees and Olbas oil for her 
blocked airways. We met up with the Australian pilgrim again in Los Arcos two 
days later and she was to become instrumental in the help we gave to a Swedish 
pilgrim a couple of weeks later. 
 
During the day we walked into the centre of town and would chat with pilgrims 
as they passed through. Often David would open the first aid pack and give out 
supplies such as bandaids etc. We also drove out to various villages on the 
Camino in the area to help anyone who needed it. 
 
We found a lot of the pilgrims’ problems could have been prevented. We saw 
dozens of pilgrims with blisters which had formed from wearing the wrong sized 
boots, badly fitting boots, or simply not treating a hot spot as soon as it formed.  
 
David always treated the blisters by draining them. Blisters become larger if 
they’re not drained. Firstly, he made sure the foot was clean, after which he 
used a disposable scalpel to make two tiny V-shaped cuts which allowed the blis-
ter to drain completely. He would then spray antiseptic to get into all the crevic-
es and inside the cut sections, and then cover the blister with fabric plasters. 
These adhered much better than waterproof plasters and also allowed the skin to 
breathe. The treatment worked really well – almost instant pain relief for most 
pilgrims he treated. We also gave pilgrims a supply of plasters to keep them go-
ing until they could get to a pharmacy. 
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We saw many pilgrims with knee problems 
and shin splints. The only sure cure for this 
problem is to stop walking which obviously 
was not an acceptable option for most  
pilgrims. These problems were difficult to 
treat – all we could do is recommend the RICE 
method – rest, ice, compression and eleva-
tion. We gave out sample-sized quantities of 
anti-inflammatory gel and showed pilgrims 
how to massage the ligaments and tendons 
gently but deeply to help with pain relief and 
recovery. 
 
We showed pilgrims how to walk with half-
length steps, to minimize joint and muscle 
strain, standing as if they weren’t carrying a 
backpack - and they felt better instantly. We 
also stressed the importance of walking at 
their own pace – not that of their friends, and 
not to overdo the daily distances – and to use 
a hiking pole/s or staff for stability. 
 
BLOOD POISONING 
 
When we saw the Australian pilgrim at Los 
Arcos, she had begun walking with a Swedish 
pilgrim. The Australian had recovered well 
from her blisters, sore knees and the cold - 
she was well into her stride with the Camino – 
loving every minute of every day. The Swedish 
pilgrim was also going very, very well. When 
we said goodbye, I told the Australian pilgrim 
that I felt we would see each other again. She 
was skeptical as the legend is that, on the 
Camino, you run into the same people twice, 
and we had already seen her twice. 
 
However, we DID meet up with the girls 
again, just outside Rabe, a couple of weeks 
later. By then we had moved over to the town 
of Castrojeriz, another spot where pilgrims 
often sustain injuries.  
 
It was one of those extraordinary Camino co-
incidences – we were driving out to the main 
road from the town of Rabe when I thought I 
saw the girls. I told David, who asked me if I 

1. Foot before treatment 
2. Foot after treatment 

3. Foot 6 weeks later 
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wanted to turn around and go 
back to where they were, to 
make sure. I debated whether 
or not we should turn back as 
we were heading to Burgos on 
another first aid mission involv-
ing the purchase of large quanti-
ties of cat food for a feline fam-
ily we had ‘adopted’ at the 
campsite (which is a story for 
another time!).  
We did turn back – it was just as 
well we did – the Swedish pil-
grim was quite ill. She was feel-
ing dizzy and had put it down to 
lack of water or the heat. She 
then said she had a blister prob-
lem. The moment David looked 
at the blister he knew she had 
to go to hospital. We bundled 
the girls into the car with us and 
set off to find a hospital, which 
we eventually found in a small 
town about 35 kilometres away. 
 
The pilgrim’s problem began when she put a Compeed patch onto a heel blister. 
The blister had grown over the days of walking until it burst and forced an edge 
of the Compeed patch open. Dirt got in and it became infected. When we saw 
her she had blood poisoning - her ankle had already started to swell. The doctor 
in the Casualty Department of the hospital cleaned and treated the wound, gave 
her an antibiotic injection and horse-pill sized antibiotics and told her that her 
Camino was over - she had to go home. The doctor then took David aside and 
said we had to keep an eye on her overnight and that if her condition deteriorat-
ed we must take her immediately to the Emergency Department in the large 
regional hospital in Burgos - she was really concerned for her. We did keep a 
close eye on her and thankfully, her condition improved overnight. 
 
The next afternoon we drove the pilgrim back to Pamplona, a distance of around 
250 kms, and put her on a train to Paris, so she could make her way home to 
Sweden.  Due to the fact that we needed to get the pilgrim to Pamplona, we 
decided to end our time at Castrojeriz and return to Puente la Reina and Al-
bergue Santiago Apostol. 
 
We had a few nights back at the albergue carrying out first aid. It was the third 
week of September - the pilgrim numbers had begun to decline and as a result 
the need for first aid help was not as great, so we decided it was time for our 
first aid mission to end.  

L to R: David, Jenny, Mike and Roni at Roncesvalles 
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To finish  
 
Roni successfully completed her Camino and is currently working on her disserta-
tion. 
 
Mike successfully completed his bike Camino and is currently planning his next 
Camino as a walking pilgrim, starting at St Jean, next year. 
 
The Swedish pilgrim’s foot is now completely healed. It was six weeks before she 
was able to walk on it normally. 
 
In another one of those Camino coincidences, David and I ran into Ce and Ray, 
two members of the NSW Blue Mountains Camino Support group, on the path to 
Maneru! I’ve since caught up with Ce and Ray at one of their terrific meetings 
and hope to see them again soon. 
 
For me, it was an extraordinary privilege to be able to share the first aid role 
with David. Every moment, from start to finish, was wonderful. 
 
The first aid Camino was a time of caring for others, of sharing and of laughter, 
and of nurturing and building upon an already strong friendship. My Camino and 
first aid knowledge has increased exponentially because of this experience. I am 
so very grateful that David gave me the opportunity to share in the valuable work 
he does each year. 
 
David had found on his previous first aid missions that the first aid wasn’t just 
about treating blisters and putting dressings on – many pilgrims were suffering 
internally. I found this to be so in helping him - many apparently confident pil-
grims burst into tears when we started helping them.  
 
Spending time talking with pilgrims, hearing their stories and providing empathy 
and understanding was one 
of the most rewarding as-
pects of the work. 
 
The help, as David says, is 
“all about love”. For me it 
WAS “all about love” – for 
pilgrims, for my dear friend 
and of course, ultimately 
for the Camino. 
 
Jenny Heesh (NSW) 

See also Jenny’s article in 
the previous newsletter 
about how to tie your 
boots to prevent blisters. 

David and Jenny  [photo courtesy of Ce Jacques] 
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AFOTC MEMBERS SURVEYAFOTC MEMBERS SURVEYAFOTC MEMBERS SURVEYAFOTC MEMBERS SURVEY    

 

Early this year the Australian Friends of the Camino conducted a survey of 
all current members, and expired (lapsed) members, which included all 

members from the inception of the group. An important part of the survey 
addressed which Caminos pilgrims had completed and what Caminos they 

plan, or would like, to do in the future. Along with comments on completed 
Caminos, the survey also canvassed skills that may be applicable and poten-

tially helpful to the work of AFofC. 
 

Numbers have been calculated on the basis of portions of a Camino, so if a 
member did a 300 kilometre stretch of one, and then did another stretch in 
a different year, it counts as two. I have done this on the basis, that each 
walk however long represents a significant commitment to a pilgrimage. 

 
Approximately 100 responses were received from about 600 emails sent out. 
Responses included one person who completed a Bikimino (though we know 

from credencials sent out there are many more who cycle it). They also 
included 28 from people who, for varying reasons including no longer wish-

ing to do another Camino, do not wish to have further contact. 
 

The most striking, although not unexpected, result of the survey was that 
almost as many people had completed the Camino Francés (94) as all  

remaining Caminos combined (102). Additionally of those who indicated a 
Camino to be completed in the future, a great percentage planned to com-
plete the CF. A number of the responses involved people who had repeated 

the CF a number of times either the whole distance or sections. 
 

Two respondents have included the pilgrimage from Portland to Penola (the 
Aussie Camino) which is inspired by the life and journeys of Australia’s St 

Mary of the Cross MacKillop and her mentor Fr Julian Tenison Woods.  
The newsletter (Camino Chronicle) received overwhelming positive support, 
for its wealth of information and motivation. A number of respondents sug-

gested to save on postage that a copy of the newsletter be emailed out. 
 

What was gratifying was the response to the skills section of the survey. 
What is clear is the array of skills possessed by members. The most abun-
dant skills nominated were public speaking, writing articles and planning. 
Other skills which are of use and which could be utilised are: horticulture, 
website design, proof-reading, event organisation, medical doctor, admin-

istration, management and hospitalero training. Due to extreme  
distances, the challenge will be to find ways to utilise those skills and tal-

ents. One member made a list of suggestions from personal experience, and 
it will be worthwhile to incorporate this into an article for the future.  

 
Rex Ranger, Membership Secretary, AFotC 
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‘HOT SPOTS’ ON THE CAMINO 
 
I was already a week into our trek when I 
first heard the insight……... The anticipa-
tion of the morning sun was awakening the 
birds and fellow Pilgrims were stirring 
enough to begin their dawn rituals. That's 
when I noticed at the far end of the room, 
near the door, a mysterious figure. It had 
not been a busy night in the albergue 
(hostal), yet I hadn’t seen him ar-
rive. Soon, however, bags were rustling 
and flashlights were dancing, darting 
about the room. I could now faintly see 
the slightly built man; he was of swarthy 
complexion and in his thirties. He sat on 
his bunk looking in my direction.  
  
Preparing my feet for another day took 
time and I was nearly the last to leave the 
hostel, except, as it happened, for the mysterious man. As I put my pack on and 
moved slowly toward the door, the stranger’s attention was clearly focused on 
my uncomfortable limp. I was passing by when he stood up, blocking my exit.  
  
Leaning forward he said in a thick accent laced with mystery, “We Spanish say, 
that on the Camino, blisters are our sins working their way from the body”.  
  
I thought sarcastically to myself, ‘Yeah, that really helps,’ and said, “Thanks,” 
dismissively. What did I care? I would never see him again. That morning I walked 
slowly and in solitude, desperately trying to distract myself from the intense pain 
in my feet. But for some reason my thoughts kept returning to my chance en-
counter with this mysterious Spaniard. An immense feeling of remorse began 
to overwhelm me, remorse I suppose for an opportunity lost. Should I have en-
gaged that messenger and listened more intently? You see, historically, the main 
reason pilgrims walk the Camino is for penance. As I left the hostel behind that 
morning I wondered if the word ‘sin’ had become somewhat muddled in transla-
tion. With the Spaniard’s small prophecy in mind, I was beginning to think that 
the blisters on my feet were indeed there as penance for my sins! 
  
In his book “The Celestine Prophecy” James Redfield suggests, “that we focus on 
these coincidences that occur in our life and not push them away". Similarly, 
Paulo Coelho in his book “The Pilgrimage” shares: “The person that doesn't know 
how to listen will never hear the advice that life offers us all the time. And only 
the person that listens to the sounds of the moment is able to make the right 
decision.” Carl Jung called this synchronicity, and intimated that by stopping to 
ponder these occurrences we will begin to see direct evidence of a divine force 
involved in our lives. 
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 What I realise now is that allowing yourself to be 
open to ‘receive’ and to practising active listen-
ing takes courage, a lot of practice, and a con-
sciously sustained effort. By maintaining 
PTC (present time consciousness), however, ac-
tive listening can become part of 
your subconscious. Free from distractions you 
can create a fertile environment to receive in-
formation from these chance encounters - which 
can occur at any time, any place, and with any 
one. We should listen to the person sitting next 
to us on a bus, the dialogue of a movie, a con-
versation in a line at the market, a client, pa-
tient, or even to a family member (who in the 
case of the latter, many of us try to actively not 
listen to!). And perhaps there might just be a bit of information offered that you 
will find useful at that point in time. 
  
The peace, quiet and tranquility of the Camino is indeed intoxicating, and defi-
nitely a perfect environment for inner reflection. It creates an opportunity for us 
to empty our ‘backpack of life’ of those negative emotional stones that we carry 
around - and for many of us, for a very long time. It's certainly a challenge to 
sort through the past with the intent of releasing and letting go.  
  
You might consider starting this process with forgiveness, forgiving others as well 
as yourself. The Camino offers an opportunity to shed past ‘Ill-wills’ and lighten 
that heavy backpack. It won't change past events, but it will slowly dissipate the 
charge associated with their memory. And what a positive and productive way 

of confirming your commitment to pil-
grimage.  
  
Coelho writes, “The only way to make 
the right decision is to know what the 
wrong one is.” 
  
By participating in this personal journey 
of soul-cleansing and by enhancing self- 
awareness, the essence of an expanded 
sense of empathy and patience for self 
and others will start to permeate your 
being. In turn you will be open to  re-
ceive a tremendous gift, that of the 
encouragement, strength, and advice 
from your Camino community.  Pilgrims 
have an amazing resilience, possessing 
remarkable cooperative abilities, which 
empower them to continue day after 
day.  
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Deepak Chopra, in his book Healing the Heart, wrote (with slight paraphrasing 
from this author) ‘Nature has placed the strength to heal the heart in the heart’. 
Both that strength and that vulnerability is quite literally in our hearts. We have 
only to choose between them. 
  
In closing let me give a postscript that lends a certain amusing irony to my expe-
rience and consequent insights. It was a good time later, many days, when my 
blisters had healed and calluses had grown that I rested upon a rudimentary 
fence of flat stones and espied a distant figure hobbling my way along a dirt 
path. As I occasionally glanced at the slight figure I saw it was a man. But then 
moments later recognised that it was actually the form of the mysterious  
Spaniard. I felt a wave of wonder and excitement wash over me as he drew with-
in talking distance – it was my reprieve, my second chance. 
  
“It seems your sins are working their way from your body,” I said in a voice of 
great wisdom. 
  
His eyes lit up and he held aloft a seer’s finger, “We Spanish say, that on the 
Camino, blisters are our sins working their way from the body!”  
  
“It seems your sins are working their way from your body,” I said in a voice of 
great wisdom. 
 
In that moment I realised he had not the slightest idea who I was.  
 
Sam Pinkerton (QLD) 
 
 
 

Left: Sam resting and (above) Joyful arrival at 
Santiago 
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Smith and Co 
 
We have just left Cáceres 
Another time of ‘peregrination’ 
There is still time to tell you 
About three brothers ‘Smith and Co’! 
These Australian walkers 
Have accompanied us 
During our journey, 
Let me introduce them to you.  
 
Honour to whom honour is due! 
Peter! The eldest, sixty seven years old 
Tall and thin 
The phlegmatic Anglo-Saxon 
With deep blue eyes,  
A second ‘Peter O’Toole’ 
A gentleman 
Warm and always willing to help 
 
Michael! The younger one, sixty four 
years old 
With only one request: “Call me Mike” 
Ears sticking out, mischievous 
And twinkling expression behind his 
glasses 
He is a deadpan type 
And pugnacious in his humour (and 
with a sharp sense of humour) 
 
Anthony! The youngest 
‘Tony’, fifty four years old 
Physically, a second Mike.  
A music lover and  
A Rugbyman (a citizen of the world of 
‘Ovalie’, the rugby world) 
Calm and discreet 
Walking in the shadow of his elders.  
 
This trio never moved off 
Without their Australian bush hats 
And their pilgrim staffs 
That each one had personalised.  
 
We shared with them  
Memorable times  
Coloured by good humour 
And marked with brotherhood 
And for that we thank them.  
 

(Written by Alain & translated by Mike)  

We first met Alain and Jacques in Seville in 
the Cathedral Chancery Office where we were 
obtaining our credencials. We exchanged cur-

sory greetings and introductions... Later, I was 
walking with my brothers, Michael and Tony—
Mike and I had walked the French route in ’02 
but this was Tony’s first effort. We met with 
Alain and Jacques again on the first night out 

of Seville at Guillena, then Castllblanco, 
Almaden etc. until after Monasterio Alain 
began to suffer with blisters. I offered to 

dress them and continued to do so regularly 
when we met up (without improvement sadly) 

until the lovely little town of Canaveral. 
There, his foot was not looking too good and 
he then informed me, to my horror, that he 
was an insulin-dependant diabetic. I got him 
to the clinic in Canaveral and acted as a very 
ordinary translator, French/English/Spanish. 
The doctor was horrified when he found out 

about Alain’s diabetes and insisted he return 
home to Bordeaux immediately. It took a lot 
of persuading but we put him on a bus early 

the next morning. We continued walking, 
meeting up with Jacques every few days until 
he too left us at Salamanca… and, for the rest 
of the Camino, we often mused about Alain’s 
outcome. At Christmas that year, a letter ar-

rived from Alain with the enclosed poem. It 
turns out that Alain is quite a poet and has 

published several books of his poetry mostly 
inspired by his many Caminos. His poetry is 
mostly of a spiritual and philosophic style - 

well suited to the ethos of the Camino frater-
nity. My brothers were less than complimen-

tary about the O’Toole reference!  
I have kept up a correspondence with Alain 

(and Jacques) and my wife, Margi, and I  
stayed with Alain and Danielle in Bordeaux 

several years ago. Fortunately  Danielle’s 
English is a lot better than Alain’s. 

 
Pete Smith (NSW) 

The boys at the Hostal in Zafra  
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This information is included as a bookmark with credencial requests from members of AFotC.  

EMERGENCY NUMBERS 

Before calling the emergency ser-
vices, if at all possible work out your 
location from your guidebook or by 
asking other people. 
  

 
 

112 is the general Emergency Number 
in Europe. They will answer very 
quickly even if there is no credit on 
your phone. Explain slowly and clear-
ly that you need to speak to an oper-
ator in English if that is the case. 
  
062 – The Guardia Civil 
091 – National Police 
092 – Local Police 
  
Each of these services has their own 
areas of responsibility. However they 
advise that when in doubt simply 
phone them and they will decide 
which force should best respond. 
  
061 – Health Emergencies 

080 -  Fire Service 

 

Victims of Crime 
 

There is a dedicated English language 
telephone number for victims of 
crimes who wish to make a police 
report but do not speak Spanish. It 
operates from 8 a.m. to 12 am daily. 
The number is (34)-902-102-112.                        
  
 

With thanks to John Rafferty  
(Santiago de Compostela) 

SAFETY ON THE CAMINO 

The Camino to Santiago is generally a very 
safe place for pilgrims. However accidents 
do happen and like anywhere else pilgrims 
must take precautions against crime. 
Above all common sense must prevail. 
 
Do not leave your belongings unattended 
– keep your valuables with you at all times 
– even in the shower in albergues. 
 
Carry a mobile phone – or have access to 
one. Telephone numbers of the emergency 
services are on the reverse of this card.  
Stay alert – be aware of where you are and 
who you are with. Trust your instincts 
about strangers. 
 
Walk with another pilgrim – if you feel at 
all nervous or simply want company. 
 
Wear a reflective vest – Spanish law re-
quires everyone walking on roads or close 
to traffic to wear a reflective vest before 
first light and after dark. These are availa-
ble from gas stations and many shops and 
supermarkets. 
 
Keep copies  -  of your passport and any 
important numbers in a separate place 
from your purse or wallet.  
 
Arrange insurance - have appropriate 
travel insurance which also provides cover 
for health care. Keep the insurance compa-
ny helpline number handy.    
 
Trust other pilgrims – but only to the ex-
tent you know them. Don’t forget the basic 
precautions you would take anywhere. 
 
If something happens – do not hesitate to 
call the authorities if something happens 
which is of concern to you. Just as you 
would at home. The numbers are on the 
reverse of this card 
 
Above all – have fun! But don’t forget that 
the Camino is the same as all other situa-
tions where there are people. Use your 
common sense. 
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 CAMINO CHAPLAINCY 2016 NEWSCAMINO CHAPLAINCY 2016 NEWSCAMINO CHAPLAINCY 2016 NEWSCAMINO CHAPLAINCY 2016 NEWS    

    
Daily mass   
There will be daily mass in English in the Cathedral at 
10.30am in the same place as previous years – the Cha-
pel of Nuestra Señora de la Soledad. This year there will 
also be SUNDAY MASS in English in the Chapel at 9am. 
These will continue until 14 October.   
 
Moratinos/Terradillos de los Templarios – Diocese of Palencia 
Last year our ministry served in Moratinos and the neighbouring pueblo of 
Terradillos de los Templarios. These villages are situated halfway along the 
Camino Francés. This year Chaplaincy priests will be there for a longer period 
and will open the churches to passing pilgrims and provide evening mass.  
 

When the prayers come marching in  
Prayer is at the heart of everything the Camino Chaplaincy does. Wherever  
we are in Santiago or out on the Camino, we meet to pray with pilgrims. We 
also encourage pilgrims to write down their prayer petitions and leave them 
with us. These are prayed for every day during the season and beyond. 
Earlier this year we invited people who will not be going on pilgrimage to 
email their petitions to us. A considerable number have arrived and every 
day more petitions join them.  Email petitions to prayersantiago@gmail.com  

BOOK RELEASEBOOK RELEASEBOOK RELEASEBOOK RELEASE                                                   

SPIRITUAL COMPANION FOR PILGRIMS 
 
We, the Australian Friends of the Camino, have had four 
of our members contribute to the new Spiritual Compa-
nion for Pilgrims.  The short reflections, accompanied 
by lovely photographs and relevant short quotations,  
are interesting and easy to read.  Aussie contributors  
are Michelle Courtney (Vic), Alan Pearce (NSW), Sam 
Pinkerton (Qld), and Janet Leitch (SA). An expanded 
version of Sam Pinkerton’s contribution to the book is 
included in this newsletter.   
  
The Spiritual Companion is a compilation of 31 reflec-

tions from pilgrims in all of the countries where there are English speaking Ca-
mino Associations.  In addition to the reflections, a general introduction to the 
pilgrimage to Santiago is included. This book, published by Redemptorist Publica-
tions and compiled by John Rafferty, is an attractive and useful book of short 
reflections written by, and for, pilgrims. To cut down on postage, returning pil-
grims are hand-delivering our copies to us, and we will soon have copies  
available for sale for $10 (details will be on the website).  

Janet Leitch OAM (SA)  
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PACKING LIGHT FOR YOUR CAMINO  
 
The following tips and suggestions for first-time 
Camino pilgrims derive from several sources. 
These include Jean-Christie Ashmore’s book 
Camino de Santiago: To walk far, carry less 
[Walk Far Media, USA, 2011, 20pp. Kindle e-
book from Amazon $10.42. It focuses on mini-
mising weight carried on your Camino, and also 
has information on how to weigh things, cloth-
ing issues and options for walking and evening 
use, raingear, walking and evening footwear, 
socks, food and water, technology. Another 
useful comprehensive book is Sybille Yates and 
Daphne Hnatiuk’s Pilgrim tips & packing list 
[USA 2013, 138pp. Kindle e-book US$4.85]. Many other Camino books and articles 
reflect, sometimes from hard-won experience, on just why and how to pack 
lightly for your Camino. There are also many internet sites. These include 
www.backpackinglight.com.au in Melbourne which has a page on lighter back-
packs and other products for Camino walkers, and the US www cleverhiker.com, 
which has much information on ultralight backpacks, footwear, products and 
practices. There are several examples of Camino packing and equipment lists on 
which to base your own list. Two are at www.AmericanPilgrims.org (source of 
the above cartoon) and www.csj.org.au. 
  
 Why pack lightly? 

• to walk long distances, most sources suggest that your pack’s total 
weight, less daily food and water, should only be up to about 10% of your 
body weight - if you weigh 60 kilos this is just 6 kilos. Some sources  
suggest a maximum of 8 kilos in summer, and 10 kilos in winter; 

• you can use a lighter backpack without a heavy internal frame and other 
features; 

• heavy boots are not needed for the 30,000 steps a day a pilgrim averages 
- carrying weight on your feet uses considerable energy, 1 kilo of foot-
wear equalling 5 kilos on your back; 

• less risk of blisters, strain on feet, ankles, knees, back, shoulders, hips; 

• better balance and agility crossing creeks, and on difficult tracks; 

• you’re more likely to retain your Camino enthusiasm over long distances! 
 

How to pack lightly 

• the smaller your backpack, the less likely you are to carry unneeded 
items. A 35 - 50 litre pack should be large enough - look for one weighing 
no more than 2 kilos. The lightest smaller pack readily available in Aus-
tralia (Osprey) is about 900 grams. Specialist US manufacturers, such as 
ZPacks, supply 45-60 litre packs weighing only 600 grams, including an 

Photo courtesy of Backpacking light 
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internal frame and hip belt. These use Cuben fibre, a very light, strong 
but expensive fabric, rated highly by American Camino walkers. NZ manu-
facturer, AARN, now makes Cuben fibre backpacks to order; 

• after trying out your pack, remove or shorten all unneeded straps and 
loops - singe shortened straps to avoid fraying; 

• choose the lightest walking shoes/boots, walking poles, drink containers, 
sleeping bag/liner, clothing, raingear, evening footwear, and other items 
that meet real needs; 

• choose the simplest - for example a fleece with no pockets or zippers, a 
backpack with minimal zippers, hooks, hip belt padding, compression and 
other straps and gismos; 

• walking in Spain and Portugal, there’s generally no need for a tent,  
sleeping pad or inflatable mattress; 

• a sleeping bag may be the bulkiest and heaviest individual item you carry. 
Except for a winter pilgrimage, consider whether a sleeping bag(aim for 
one weighing less that a kilo and between May-September about 10  
degrees rated) is really needed, or whether a much lighter sleeping bag 
liner(110 grams) will suffice. Albergues, particularly private ones, often  
provide blankets, and at worst you may need to sleep fully clothed; 

• don’t take a pillow, take only a pillow case – albergues may provide a 
pillow without a case, or you can use a pillow case or stuff sack filled with 
your clothes as a pillow; 

• plan to sleep in a T-shirt and your underwear; 

• even ‘lightweight’ hiking boots and shoes are quite heavy, at least 1 kilo a 
pair. Particularly outside of winter, consider wearing trail runners  
weighing less than 500 grams a pair, as suggested by some Camino guide-
books, and at www.cleverhiker.com etc; 

• don’t take a spare pair of walking shoes or boots – just a light pair of  
sandals, Crocs or thongs for use after your day’s walk;  

• avoid heavy wooden/metal walking poles. Even a pair of aluminium poles 
may weigh 600 grams - a benchmark is carbon fibre poles which weigh 270 
grams a pair and fit easily into even a small backpack when not needed; 

• limit your technology - pilgrims walked for many centuries with none. 

• if you take a smartphone, forget your GPS, camera, address book, torch; 

• forget about other items such as an electric toothbrush and shaver,  
large hair brush, hair dryer, beard trimmer, umbrella, cooking gear, ham-
mock, mosquito net; 

• take 6 large safety pins rather that clothes pegs – they’re lighter and  
multi-use; 

• reconsider using a backpack water bladder – they’re difficult for bars to 
fill for you along the way, and also a health risk as they are hard to clean 
well and keep germ-free; 
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• the lightest and cheapest drink containers are 19 gram 600ml flexible 
plastic soft drink or water bottles which can be discarded at the end of 
your Camino; 

• water, at 1 kilo per litre, is heavy - don’t automatically fill all of your 
bottles before your day’s walk, and during your day’s walk dispose of  
water you’re not likely to use before you finish;  

• consider not shaving (men and women) 

• choose the smallest eg mini toothbrush, toothpaste, razor, microfibre 
towel; 

• take only a part roll of toilet paper, less its cardboard centre; 

• paper guidebooks can be heavy - for example the 2015 Cicerone guide to 
the Northern Caminos is 350 grams. If you use one, remove pages you 
won’t need, trim margins, and dispose of used pages; 

• remove labels from all clothing, and scrutinise every item for ways to cut, 
trim, tear or pare; 

• find multiple uses - socks can be mittens; shampoo and dishwashing liquid 
works as laundry soap; a smartphone can function as a guidebook, cam-
era, torch, address book, translator; a towel can be a neck scarf in cold 
weather; sun cream can be a skin cream; 

• take sample sizes only of toiletries – a Camino is not a wilderness hike. 
Everything can be bought in France, Spain, Italy; 

• take limited first aid and personal hygiene items – 200 grams should  
be enough. Pharmacies, and mini or supermarkets are to be found in most 
larger villages and towns;  

• during your Camino, empty your backpack every 3 days and discard items 
not needed; 

• don’t add weight to your pack with souvenirs – mail them home or to 
poste restante in Santiago; 

• don’t take lots of books - despite your best intentions, you’ll not find 
much time or energy for reading; 

• Non-essentials you decide to carry should  
provide enough value to you  
to justify being carried for many kilometres; 

• just remember – if in doubt, leave it out! 
 
Please send your tips and suggestions for this AFotC 
list to me at alan.bundy@auslib.com.au 
 
Alan Bundy (SA) 
 
Editor’s note: for women, a sarong is invaluable—doubles as 
a pillow, pillow case, picnic cloth, wrap around skirt etc.  

[Photos: Alison Bell] 
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Backpacks lined up  
outside Viana albergue 

Resting… 
Ermita Virgen  

del Rio 

An interesting way to 
carry one’s stick! 

Above: Outside Bodega Irache 
 

Below: Always repacking! 
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ST JAMES DAY CELEBRATIONS 

 

St James’ Day is celebrated on July 25 and is the occasion for festivities in 
Spain (being their patron saint), especially in Santiago when the Cathedral is  

lit up and pilgrims and locals party all night. If St James’ Day fall on a Sunday, 
the whole year is declared a Holy Year and pilgrims arriving at Santiago  
receive a plenary indulgence which, in a Holy Year, completely absolves  

them of their sins! 

    

SYDNEYSYDNEYSYDNEYSYDNEY    

Pilgrims in Sydney Celebrating St James Day 
 
On Sunday 24 July pilgrims will join the parish of St James’ Anglican Church, 
King Street (CBD) for their Patronal Festival of Choral Evensong at 3pm.  
 
On Saturday 5 August, Pilgrims in Sydney will also gather for lunch to celebrate 
their tenth birthday and St James Day at City of Sydney RSL, 565 George Street 
Sydney, 12.30pm. All pilgrims and prospective pilgrims are welcome. For more 
information contact Pilgrims in Sydney at www.pilgrimsinsydney.org 
 
Sandra Collier  
 

    

ADELAIDEADELAIDEADELAIDEADELAIDE    

To mark St James’ Day the Adelaide Pilgrim Community will host a BYO  
dinner at Rosefield Uniting Church, 2 Carlton Street, Highgate, on Saturday 23 
July.  We will gather from 5pm and aside from good food, there will be plenty 
of opportunity to exchange stories, get new ideas and be inspired by those  
pilgrims who have recently returned, or are about to depart for the 
Camino.  Come and join us if you are in town.  We may even have a Quiz Night! 
 
Contact Janet Leitch on info@afotc.org / 8370 8182. 
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 COUNTRY  VICTORIACOUNTRY  VICTORIACOUNTRY  VICTORIACOUNTRY  VICTORIA    

You are warmly invited to celebrate Santiago Day 

2016 by joining us on Saturday, 23 July from 

6.30pm onwards. We will provide the caldo gallego  

but please bring a plate / drink to share. 

Past and prospective pilgrims  

welcome, along with anyone  

who has an interest in the  Camino! 

Rob & Inés 

13 Roberts Street,  

Maldon 3463. 

RSVP  Ines 0421 909 835 

Ever since they met on the Camino in 1999 Ines and Rob have celebrated 25 July at their 
place with any interested past or future pilgrims. Just RSVP to the number above or  
contact Ines on inesjewell@gmail.com' 
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‘The Cruz de Ferro & ‘The Cruz de Ferro & ‘The Cruz de Ferro & ‘The Cruz de Ferro &     

                                    The Lake of Carucedo’The Lake of Carucedo’The Lake of Carucedo’The Lake of Carucedo’    

    
[excerpt from  

Legends of the Camino de Santiago:   
Ediciones Los Cuadernos  

de Urogallo, 2010] 
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 The Cruz de Ferro in all weathers! 
Photos courtesy of  Rex, Begonia, Janet,  

Ines & Alison 

There’s snow and then there’s snow! 
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PILGRIM BEATITUDESPILGRIM BEATITUDESPILGRIM BEATITUDESPILGRIM BEATITUDES    

 

Blessed are you, pilgrim, if you discover that the Camino  

opens your eyes to what one cannot see. 

Blessed are you, pilgrim, if you are not so much concerned  

about arriving, but arriving with the others. 

Blessed are you, pilgrim, if looking at the Camino you 

 discover it is filled with names and sunrises. 

Blessed are you, pilgrim, if you've found out that the 

 Camino begins where it ends. 

Blessed are you, pilgrim, if your backpack keeps getting  

emptied of things and your heart does not know where 

 to hang so many emotions. 

Blessed are you, pilgrim, if you understand that a step  

back to help someone is worth a thousand steps forward  

without looking at your side. 

Blessed are you, pilgrim, if words fail you to thank for all 

 that surprises you at every twist in the road. 

Blessed are you, pilgrim, if you look for the truth and  

make of your Camino a life and of a your life a Camino in  

search of what is the Way (the Camino),  

the Truth, and  the Life. 

Blessed are you, pilgrim, if on your way you meet yourself 

 and give yourself all the time in the world not to neglect  

the image of your heart. 

Blessed are you, pilgrim if you discover that the Camino is 

a lot about silence; and silence, about prayer; and prayer, 

about the encounter with the Divine waiting for you. 

 
    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

These are adapted from the original Beatitudes (eight blessings  
recounted in the Sermon on the Mount in the Gospel of Matthew).  

Sometimes these are handed out along The Way.  


